A simple evaluation function
Suppose we want to define a very simple evaluation function for the expressions as defined in \link*{Simple Expressions} [ Figure~\Ref] {CODE:simple-prio}. The specification below shows how to do this. 
Symbolic Differentiation
Computing the derivative of an expression with respect to some variable is a classical problem.
Computing the derivative of X * (X + Y + Z) with respect to X gives: 
Sorting
The use of list structures is illustrated by the specification of the Dutch National Flag problem presented below: given an arbitrary list of the colours red, white and blue, sort them in the order as they appear in the Dutch National Flag. We want: {white blue red blue red white red} -> {red red red white white blue blue}
In this specification, the list variables Cs1 and Cs2 permit a succinct formulation of the search for adjacent colours that are in the wrong order. [2] {Cs1 blue white Cs2} = {Cs1 white blue Cs2}
[3] {Cs1 blue red Cs2} = {Cs1 red blue Cs2}
Code Generation
Consider a simple statement language (with assignment, if-statement and while-statement) and suppose we want to compile this language to the following stack machine code: Defining a code generator now proceeds in several steps that we describe in more detail.
Basic Notions. The specification below defines the sorts Nat (numbers) and Id (identifiers). "push" Nat -> Instr "rvalue" Id -> Instr "lvalue" Id -> Instr "assign" -> Instr "add" -> Instr "sub" -> Instr "mul" -> Instr "label" Label -> Instr "goto" Label -> Instr "gotrue" Label -> Instr "gofalse" Label -> Instr {Instr ";"}+ -> Instrs
Example 1.4. ASF+SDF specification for BasicNotions
Label generation. Next, we define a function to construct a next label given the previous one as follows. It is defined on the lexical notion of labels (Label). The scheme of appending the character x to the previous label is, of course, naive and will in real life be replaced by a more sophisticated one. Codegenerator. It remains to define a function tr that translates statements into instructions. During code generation we should generate new label names for the translation of if-and whilestatements. This is an instance of a frequently occurring problem: how do we maintain global information (in this case: the last label name generated)? A standard solution is to introduce an auxiliary sort (Instrs-Lab) that contains both the generated instruction sequence and the last label name generated so far. The SDF part and the ASF part of module CodeGenerator define the actual translation function. 
